Soda Lake 1981 Choreography Richard
richard alston - turton - • became clear that choreography was the direction in which he wanted to work, his
first choreography being . transit. ... soda lake (1981) an abstract solo based on a minimalist sculpture of the
same name by nigel hall. hall’s piece is a sculptural interpretation of a dry lake in the mojave desert and aqa
gce question paper june 2004 - papacambridge - soda lake, 1981 wildlife, 1984 4 h/s04/dan6. strong
language, 1987 roughcut, 1990 5 h/s04/dan6 turn over! soldat (page, 1988) ... his choice of artistic
collaborators. (25 marks) 6 analyse the choreography of the role of the devil. describe the movement material
and explain how this informs the dramatic meaning. (25 marks) 6 h/s04/dan6. 1989 ... a london valentine
three new york premieres celebrate the ... - the multi-layered choreography echoes and reinforces the
exhilarating spirit of the balkan gypsy music, remixed by djs from around the world. the disparate ...
choreographed “soda lake” (1981) and “dutiful ducks” (1982), two solo works for michael clark. alston
returned to rambert in 2001 to choreograph “unrest” as and a-level dance as and a-level - co-teaching
scheme ... - the skills relating to performance, choreography and critical engagement ... rambert dance
company eg soda lake (alston, 1981) and sergeant early’s dream (bruce, 1984). term 2: first half physical
skills: flexibility, strength, cardiovascular and muscular endurance. newsletter may 2010 - edu.xuntal newsletter may 2010 clever-pants e-mail: james@clever-pants ... portugal 1981 carlos paião “playback” ... and
the choreography for this routine is out of this world. and at the end we realize itís a song for a three year old!
aaaaaaws all round. component 2: rambert area of study: set work rooster - choreography performed?
what was it called and what was it about? between 1975 and 1987, what ... soda lake what year was soda lake
choreographed? who designed the set? what was the inspiration for soda ... ballet school from 1979-1981 in
1975, he was appointed associate scheme of work: 1 year - filestorea - scheme of work: 1 year this
resource is a scheme of work for our as dance specification (7236). it is not prescriptive and can be adapted to
suit the individual needs of students. pulcinella by richard alston resource pack - rambert - 1981. for
this, as with pulcinella six years later, both found a starting point in the music, for night music, a series of
mozart divertimenti. alston created a notion for the production, a party attended by mozart and certain
colleagues from his life, but he wanted to present this in a non referential way. after discussing the ideas
further dance linear a level - summer homework task - from 1981 to 1986 and was keen to develop the
physicality, musicality and dramatic quality of the dancers. alston ... the choreography can show a response to
social, political and historical issues using an eclectic range of ... richard alston (born 1948) soda lake wildlife
matthew bourne (born 1960) nutcracker! swan lake
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